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abashed Feeling or caused to feel uneasy and self-conscious.
Harriet looked slightly abashed.

annoyed Aroused to impatience or anger.
I got very annoyed watching the film.

ashamed Feeling shame or guilt or embarrassment or remorse.
I m ashamed to say I followed him home.

awkward Socially uncomfortable; unsure and constrained in manner.
An awkward dancer.

bemused
Perplexed by many conflicting situations or statements; filled with
bewilderment.
Lucy looked a little bemused.

bewildered
Perplexed by many conflicting situations or statements; filled with
bewilderment.
He saw the bewildered look on my face.

confession The religious body or Church sharing a confession of faith.
Confessions of a driving instructor.

confuse Identify wrongly; mistake.
The points made by the authors confuse rather than clarify the issue.

criminal
Someone who has committed a crime or has been legally convicted of a
crime.
He may never fulfil his potential and that would be a criminal waste.

delinquent A delinquent person.
Delinquent accounts.

discomfit Make (someone) feel uneasy or embarrassed.
He was not noticeably discomfited by her tone.

disconcert Cause to feel embarrassment.
The abrupt change of subject disconcerted her.
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disgraced Suffering shame.
The disgraced city financier.

embarrassed Feeling or caused to feel uneasy and self-conscious.
He had to sort out the embarrassed financial affairs of his brother.

embarrassing Hard to deal with; especially causing pain or embarrassment.
Awkward or embarrassing or difficult moments in the discussion.

embarrassment A person or thing causing feelings of embarrassment.
His temporary financial embarrassment.

exculpate Show or declare that (someone) is not guilty of wrongdoing.
The article exculpated the mayor.

flush Denoting a type of toilet that has a flushing device.
They re trying to flush him out of hiding.

fluster Be flustered behave in a confused manner.
The main thing is not to get all in a fluster.

guilty Responsible for or chargeable with a reprehensible act.
Williams pleaded guilty to three separate offences.

hangdog Frightened into submission or compliance.
The hangdog and shamefaced air of the retreating enemy.

humiliating
Making someone feel ashamed and foolish by injuring their dignity and
pride.
A humiliating defeat.

perplex Be a mystery or bewildering to.
She was perplexed by her husband s moodiness.

perplexed Completely baffled; very puzzled.
She gave him a perplexed look.

shame Make someone feel ashamed.
He felt a pang of shame at telling Alice a lie.

shoplift Steal goods from a shop while pretending to be a customer.
She was caught shoplifting a pair of shoes.

sin Commit a sin violate a law of God or a moral law.
He committed the unforgivable sin of refusing to give interviews.

stymie
A situation in golf where an opponent’s ball blocks the line between your
ball and the hole.
The changes must not be allowed to stymie new medical treatments.

thrill Cause to be thrilled by some perceptual input.
The thrills of space travel.
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troubled Characterized by or indicative of distress or affliction or danger or need.
His troubled face.
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